
 
  

LOT 96 
FROM SHADE OAK STUD 

 96THE PROPERTY OF S.O.S.B LTD 

 
  

Recharge (IRE) 
  Cape Cross   Green Desert 

Park Appeal 

BAY COLT (GB) 
February 11th, 2019 

Rebelline   Robellino 
Fleeting Rainbow 

Dutch Star (GB) 
(1999) 

  Alflora   Niniski 
Adrana 

 
Double Dutch   Nicholas Bill 

Dutch Princess 
E.B.F. Nominated. 

  
1st dam 
DUTCH STAR (GB): ran 3 times in N.H. Flat Races at 5 and 6 years and ran a few times 

over hurdles; dam of 2 runners and 8 previous foals; 
Black Dawn (GB) (2014 f. by Fair Mix (IRE)): ran twice in point-to-points, died at 5. 
Ballinacooley (GB) (2015 g. by Lucarno (USA)): ran twice in point-to-points. 

She also has a 7-y-o mare by Recharge (IRE), a 4-y-o gelding and a 3-y-o colt by Black 
Sam Bellamy (IRE). 

  
2nd dam 
Double Dutch: 6 wins at 4 and 5 years and £122,456 and placed 16 times inc. 3rd 

Insulpak Sagaro EBF S., Ascot, Gr.3; dam of 5 winners from 9 runners and 9 foals; 
Thunder Child (GB): 4 wins, £19,327: winner over hurdles and 3 wins over fences 

and £16,725 and placed 5 times; also 2 wins in point-to-points and placed 4 times. 
Dutch Dyane (GB): placed 5 times; also 4 wins over hurdles and £20,177 and placed 

10 times; dam of a winner: 
DARNA (GB): 7 wins, £86,271: placed twice in N.H. Flat Races at 3 and 4 years; 

also 2 wins over hurdles at 5 years and 5 wins over fences and £75,711 inc. 
Brown Advisory & Merriebelle H. Chase, Cheltenham, Gr.3. 

Padhams Green (GB): 4 wins at 3 and 4 years and £16,593. 
Monteforte (GB): 3 wins, £15,711: winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also winner over 

hurdles and winner over fences; also winner of a point-to-point. 
Dutch Lad (GB): winner and placed 10 times; also placed 5 times over hurdles. 
Dutch Bill (GB): placed twice over fences; also 5 wins in point-to-points, placed 6 times. 

  
3rd dam 
DUTCH PRINCESS: placed 3 times; dam of 5 winners from 12 runners and 12 foals; 

Double Dutch: see above. 
Princess of War (GB): winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years and placed twice; also 

placed twice over hurdles at 5 years; dam of a winner: 
Dutch Majesty: winner over hurdles and placed 3 times; dam of 3 winners: 

Barton Nic (GB): 4 wins over hurdles and £22,269 and 5 wins over fences and 
£27,466; also winner of a point-to-point. 

Lets Go Dutch (GB): 2 wins over hurdles and £13,133 and 2 wins over fences 
and £11,954; dam of Lets Go Dutchess (GB): 3 wins over hurdles, 2017 and 
£18,467, Vivona Hill (GB): 2 wins in N.H. Flat Races at 4 years. 

Alfred's Tower (GB): winner over hurdles and winner over fences. 
Strokestown Queen (IRE): unraced; dam of Prince Mahler (IRE): 2 wins over 

hurdles, 2017 and placed 7 times; also placed 3 times in point-to-points, 2019. 
Dutch (GB): winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed twice. 
Dutch Czarina (GB): winner at 4 years and placed once; dam of 3 winners inc.: 

Czar Wars (GB): 13 wins and £52,487 and placed 23 times. 
  
4th dam 
MISS WILHEMINA: winner at 3 years; dam of a winner from 6 runners and 7 foals; 

Miss Brantridge: 3 wins over hurdles at 5 and 6 years; dam of 2 winners: 
  
The next dam AUTUMN POEM: 5 wins: winner at 3 years and placed 6 times; also 4 

wins over jumps; dam of 3 winners from 3 runners and 3 foals inc.: 
BRANTRIDGE FARMER: 13 wins: 6 wins over hurdles inc. National Spirit Chall. 

Tphy Pattern Hdle, Fontwell Park, L. (twice) and 7 wins over fences. 
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